GRIM FIGHT IN EAST WING

HEAVY INDIAN BOMBING

From M.I. SAINI
RAWALPINDI, DEC 14: FIGHTING OFF ПAKISTAN ТROOPS CONTINUE TO ENGAGE THE ENEMY AND INFlict HEAVY L0SS10S ON HIM IN EAST PAKISTAN, AN ARMY SPOKESMAN SAID HERE THIS EVENING.

A Tehran meeting is being held at the office of the Indian Department of Peace and Security to discuss the situation in East Pakistan. The meeting is being attended by representatives from Pakistan, India, and the United Nations. An agreement has been reached to allow the return of refugees to their homes. The situation is expected to normalize in the coming days.

25 killed in IAF bombing near Lahore

Word of God

United States President Nixon decries the state of affairs in North Vietnam, stating that the US will continue to support its allies in the region. The US has increased its military aid to the Vietnamese and is considering sending additional military advisors to the region.

AMIN CALLS ON
WASHINGTON

The leader of Pakistan, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, has called on the US to intervene in the region. He has stated that the situation in East Pakistan is critical and that the US must take action to ensure the safety of its citizens.

Nixon deplores Soviet veto: US doubts on India

Soviet veto: US doubts on India

The US has expressed doubts about the role of the Soviet Union in the region. The US has stated that the Soviet Union is not living up to its obligations under the United Nations Charter.

9,000 INDIAN CASUALTIES

The toll of casualties in East Pakistan has risen to 9,000. The Indian army has suffered the majority of the casualties, with the majority of the victims being civilians.

BRUTTO INSISTS
ON CRASSFREE,
INDIAN PULLOUT
DURING MARCH

The US has called on India to honor its agreement to pull out of East Pakistan. India has stated that it will not honor the agreement unless the US takes action to support India in the region.

NEW MEDIATION PLAN
USSR again vetoes US resolution

The US has proposed a new mediation plan to bring peace to the region. The US has called on the USSR to support the plan, but the USSR has vetoed the US resolution.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Dec 14: United States President Nixon has called on India to honor its agreement to pull out of East Pakistan. India has stated that it will not honor the agreement unless the US takes action to support India in the region. The US has proposed a new mediation plan to bring peace to the region. The US has called on the USSR to support the plan, but the USSR has vetoed the US resolution.

$ devaluation agreed

China's ties with Iceland

The Chinese government has agreed to devalue its currency, the renminbi. The move is expected to boost trade with Iceland and other countries in the region.
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